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ABSTRACT: The responses of surface wind stress to the mesoscale sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies associated

with the SST front in the northern SouthChina Sea (NSCS) are studied using satellite observations and reanalysis data. Both

satellite and reanalysis data explicitly show the linear relationships between the spatial-high-pass filtered wind stress per-

turbation derivatives and the underlying SST gradient field. However, the noise in the linear relationships is much smaller in

the reanalysis data than in the satellite observations. This result is rarely reported in other frontal areas. Thewavelet analysis

shows that the satellite scatterometer observed numerous high wavenumber perturbations within 100 km in the NSCS, but

these perturbations were absent in the reanalysis data. The linear relationship between the perturbation SST gradient and

derivative wind stress fields is not significant at this scale, which enhances the noise in the linear relationship. The spatial

bandpass-filtered perturbation between 100 and 300 km can give reasonable estimates of the coupling coefficients between

the wind stress divergence and downwind SST gradient (ad) and between the wind stress curl and crosswind SST gradient

(ac) in the NSCS, with values of 1.33 3 1022 and 0.95 3 1022 Nm22 8C21, respectively.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: We examined the responses of surface wind stress divergence and curl to the sea

surface temperature front in the northern South China Sea (NSCS) using satellite data and reanalysis products. Satellite

observations show significant noise in the linear relationships between surface wind stress derivatives and the sea surface

temperature gradient. This result is rarely reported in the frontal areas. We demonstrated that satellite-observed per-

turbations with specific high wavenumbers are the primary source of such noise. Appropriate bandpass filtering is

proposed to depress the noise and provide reasonable air–sea coupling features in the NSCS. An accurate calculation of

the coupling features is fundamental for the future study of the interannual variability.

KEYWORDS: Atmosphere; Ocean; Asia; Continental shelf/slope; Sea/ocean surface; Atmosphere-ocean interaction; Fronts;

Mesoscale processes; Sea surface temperature; Wind; Air-sea interaction; Coastal meteorology; Satellite observations

1. Introduction

The thermal front is a mesoscale oceanic phenomenon

identified by a discontinuity in water temperature in the ocean

or at the surface. A sea surface temperature (SST) front is the

most commonly observed thermal front in the open ocean and

coastal seas. The SST anomalies associated with a front can

significantly modify the surface heat fluxes, wind stress, and

marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) (Chelton and

Xie 2010; Shao et al. 2019). Many observations and numerical

simulations have identified a positive correlation between

surface wind intensity and SST mesoscale anomalies. The

surface wind intensity is enhanced when passing across a front

from cold to warm water but is reduced when passing from

warm to cold water. The linear fitted relationship between the

surface wind intensity and mesoscale SST variability is defined

as positive SST–wind coupling (Small et al. 2008).

Positive SST–wind coupling is widely confirmed in the

frontal area of the eastern tropical Pacific (Chelton et al. 2001),

the Kuroshio and its extension (Tokinaga et al. 2006), the Gulf

Stream (Minobe et al. 2008), and the Southern Ocean (Byrne

et al. 2015). Additionally, the SST-induced response of the

surface wind leads to a proportional relationship between

the derivative of wind stress and SST gradient components.

The surface wind stress divergence (= � t) and curl (= 3 t) � k
are linearly related to the downwind and crosswind components

of the SST gradient, respectively. The downwind SST gradient

can be presented by the vector dot product =T � t̂5 j=Tj cosu,
and the crosswind SST gradient is presented by the vector

cross product =T3 t̂ � k5 j=Tj sinu. Here, T is SST, t̂ is a unit

vector in the direction of surface wind stress t, k is the vertical

unit vector, and u is the counterclockwise angle from the

vector =T to t (Chelton et al. 2001; O’Neill et al. 2010a; Oerder

et al. 2016).

Denotes content that is immediately available upon publica-

tion as open access.
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O’Neill et al. (2010a) clarify that the linear responses of

surface wind stress to mesoscale SST variability are mainly

attributable to a dynamic response of the actual surface wind.

Therefore, the surface wind stress convergence can be directly

related to themass convergence thatmodifies the verticalmotion

of the atmosphere. For example, SST-inducedmass convergence

and vertical motion can have a deep atmospheric response in the

form of convective systems and rainfall, which shapes the re-

gional climate in strong western boundary current frontal areas

(Minobe et al. 2008; Nakamura et al. 2012; Kuwano-Yoshida and

Minobe 2017; O’Neill et al. 2017; Skyllingstad et al. 2019) and

coastal front areas (Toy and Johnson 2014; Shi et al. 2019).

Furthermore, the SST–wind coupling feedback also affects the

fine structures of ocean fronts through Ekman pumping created

by mesoscale anomalies in the wind stress curl (Spall 2007; Seo

et al. 2007; Perlin et al. 2014; Gaube et al. 2015).

As reviewed by Byrne et al. (2015), various hypotheses have

been proposed to explain the adjustment of the sea surface wind

field to the SST gradients associated with oceanic fronts. The

generation of hydrostatic pressure gradients through adjustments

of the MABL mass fields (Lindzen and Nigam 1987) and the

stability-dependent modification of the vertical mixing of mo-

mentum fromaloft to the surface (Wallace et al. 1989;Hayes et al.

1989) are the twomajor hypotheses. These twomechanisms have

also been shown to act together (O’Neill et al. 2010b; Koseki and

Watanabe 2010). In addition to these two mechanisms, there are

other explanations for the positive SST–wind coupling (Samelson

et al. 2006; Skyllingstad et al. 2007). Building upon these findings,

O’Neill et al. (2010b) concluded that several regional factors

might affect the physical mechanism involved in mesoscale SST–

wind coupling. Therefore,mesoscale ocean–atmosphere coupling

complicatesmarginal and coastal seas and still needs to be further

studied (Boé et al. 2011; Oerder et al. 2016).

The South China Sea (SCS) is an epicontinental marginal

sea strongly influenced by the East Asian monsoon (Fig. 1a).

The interaction among the monsoon, bathymetry, and tides

generates several kinds of fronts in the coastal sea of the

northern SCS (NSCS), especially in winter (Wang et al. 2001;

Chu and Wang 2003; Liu et al. 2010; Hu and Wang 2016).

During winter, three unique frontal systems are confirmed in

the NSCS, off western Luzon, and off eastern Vietnam

(Fig. 1b). The NSCS front produces the most dramatic SST

gradient among the three frontal systems and has the broadest

coverage area in the SCS. It is the focus of this study.

The responses of the surface wind to the mesoscale SST

anomalies associated with the NSCS front have been investi-

gated in some previous studies (Chow and Liu 2012; Wang et al.

2012; Shi et al. 2015). Themain findings of these previous studies

are consistent with the mesoscale SST–wind coupling theory in

the open ocean.However, beyondwhat is known about the wind

speed response to mesoscale SST perturbations, little is known

about the coupling features between the surface wind stress curl

and divergence and such SST anomalies. Furthermore, different

coupling coefficients between the surface wind speed and me-

soscale SST anomalies are obtained from satellite observations

and numerical simulations, and the mechanisms for such dif-

ferences are still unclear (Shi et al. 2015).

On the other hand, a recent study found that the spatial and

preserving time scales of SST perturbations due to the baroclinic

instability of the front could be extremely small in the NSCS

(Dong and Zhong 2020). These small SST and wind stress per-

turbations are usually not resolved in the reanalysis data but

rather by scatterometers on satellites. The influence of these

small-scale SST perturbations on SST–wind coupling is still

poorly constrained. Therefore, in this paper we will not further

discuss the complicated details of the physical mechanisms but

will focus instead on the statistical characteristics of the rela-

tionships between the derivative of surface wind stress and SST

anomalies at different scales in the NSCS.

In this study, two kinds of surface wind stress and SST data

are obtained from satellite observations and ERA5 reanalysis

data, as discussed in section 2. The statistical responses of

spatial-high-pass filtered surface wind stress divergence and

vorticity to crosswind and downwind SST gradients are shown

FIG. 1. (a) Map of the SCS and surrounding area; shading shows bathymetry. (b) Monthly mean SST gradient

(color shading; 8C km21), SST (gray contours; 8C), and sea surface wind (black vectors; m s21) averaged for

December from 2000 to 2019. Three main front systems are marked by the red dashed auxiliary lines.
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in section 3. In section 4, the sensitivity experiments show the

interference of specific high-wavenumber perturbations on the

linear relationships between the derivative wind stress fields

and the SST gradient components. An optimal bandpass filter

is given in section 4, and corrected coupling coefficients of the

SST–wind coupling are proposed for the NSCS. Section 5

gives a brief review of this study.

2. Data and methods

a. Satellite observation and reanalysis data

The sea surface wind data observed by aQuick Scatterometer

(QuikSCAT) and Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) are used

in this study. QuikSCAT data provide extensive geographical

and temporal coverage (two times in one day) and higher spatial

resolution (0.258) of the ocean vector winds since late 1999. After

QuikSCAT finished its mission in October 2009, ASCAT con-

tinued to provide global sea surface wind data. Due to the above

advantages of the long period of operation, these two kinds of

wind data are broadly used to study the mesoscale SST–wind

coupling process over the tropical and midlatitude fronts in the

Northern Hemisphere and SouthernOcean (O’Neill et al. 2017).

TheOperational SST andSea IceAnalysis (OSTIA) produced

by the U.K. Met Office is used in this study. The OSTIA system

makes extensive use of multiple satellite retrievals and assimi-

lates in situ observations from the Global Telecommunications

System to generate a global daily SST map with 1/208 (;6 km)

resolution back to 1980. It is currently used operationally as the

model input condition for the latest Integrated Forecast System

(IFS) of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach et al. 2019). OSTIA data have

been successfully applied to drive a regional atmosphere model

and study the surface wind response to the oceanic front in the

NSCS (Shi et al. 2017).

ERA5 is the latest reanalysis dataset officially released by

ECMWF in 2019. ERA5 is based on 4D-Var data assimilation

using Cycle 41r2 of the IFS operational model at ECMWF in

2016 (Hans et al. 2019). It is the successor of the ERA-Interim

reanalysis that started in 2006. Therefore, ERA5 benefits from a

decade of developments in model physics, core dynamics, and

data assimilation relative to its precursor ERA-Interim. In ad-

dition to a significantly enhanced horizontal resolution

(31-km grid spacing compared to 80 km for ERA-Interim),

ERA5 also features upgraded high-resolution SST data (OSTIA)

and provides remarkable improvements in resolving mesoscale

SST–wind coupling aroundmidlatitude oceanic fronts (Hirahara

et al. 2016). It is expected that ERA5 can also resolve the SST–

wind coupling around the coastal fronts in the NSCS.

In this study, the 10-m equivalent neutral stability wind

(ENW) provided by ERA5 was used to calculate the wind

stress vector directly observed by the satellite scatterometer.

The wind stress vector t and 10-m ENW vector v10n are related

by t5 raCdjv10nj � v10n, where ra is air density (1.29 kgm23) and

Cd is the momentum drag coefficient (1.41 3 1023). Although

the scatterometer data are absorbed in the data assimilation,

the ERA5 surface wind fields still have different statistical

features due to the constraint of the dynamical frame and the

FIG. 2. Monthly average maps in December 2008 of (a) SST

(color shading; 8C), sea surface wind (vectors; m s21), and SST

gradient magnitude (contours; 8C km21); (b) SST gradient mag-

nitude (color shading), SST gradient vectors (red), and wind stress

vectors (black); (c) wind stress divergence; and (d) wind stress curl.

The contours overlaid in (c) and (d) denote SST, and magenta

contours show the 200-m bathymetries in the northern South

China Sea.
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difference in the spatial resolution. Furthermore, qualitatively

similar responses of the surface stress and ENW to the SST are

confirmed in the study of O’Neill et al. (2012). Therefore, SST–

wind coupling is referred to as the wind stress response to the

SST in this study.

The OSTIA SST and ERA5 data are linearly interpolated

to the QuikSCAT grid for the calculation and analysis. It has

been documented that orographic effects create wind stress

mesoscale anomalies that are more intense than SST-induced

anomalies in coastal regions (Boé et al. 2011; Renault et al.

2015). Nonetheless, after discarding the grids with an offshore

distance of less than 25 km, QuikSCAT still provides robust

data for the analysis of SST–wind coupling in the coastal sea

of the NSCS.

The regridded daily satellite and reanalysis data are low-pass

filtered using a 3-day running mean. For the three months of

the boreal winter [1 December–28 February (DJF)], there are

88 pairs of data at one QuikSCAT grid for quantifying the

responses of surface wind stress to the SST anomalies associ-

ated with the front. As shown later, the difference between

satellite data and the reanalysis data for the coupling of wind

and SST can be found in each of the DJFs from 2000 to 2019,

indicating that one season of DJF data is sufficient to demon-

strate the difference. Because the SST–wind coupling strength

in DJF of 2008 is close to the mean strength of all the DJFs

from 2000 to 2019, we mainly present the analysis results in

DJF of 2008 in this study.

b. Preprocessing for the surface wind stress and SST field

Most previous studies investigating mesoscale SST–wind

coupling in the frontal region have applied spatial high-pass

filtering to isolate the mesoscale SST influence on surface winds.

The samemethod is carried out in this study.A rectangular (38 3
28) moving window is applied to obtain the spatially smoothed

(low-pass) SST (T), wind stress (t), and its deriving fields. Then,

the mesoscale anomalies of a variable T0 or t0 are obtained by

T 0 5T2T , and t0 5 t2 t, where the variables with overbars

are the spatially smoothed fields and the dashed variables are the

isolated spatial high-wavenumber perturbations.

The perturbation of angle u is not directly calculated using

the spatial-high-pass filter. It is assumed at first that positive

SST–wind coupling is valid for the perturbations induced by

the SST front; then, we should expect= � t0 to vary linearly with
(=T � t̂)0 and = 3 t0 to vary linearly with (=T3 t̂)0 � k. This

FIG. 3. Binned scatterplots of the angular dependencies of (a),(b) the number of observations, (c),(d) the

magnitude of =jtj, and (e),(f) the magnitude of =T over the three months of data fromDecember 2008 to February

2009. The abscissa is the counterclockwise angle u from the SST gradient vector to the wind stress vector. The solid

circles and vertical bars in (c)–(f) represent the mean and61 standard deviation of the scatter of points within each

bin. Bins larger than 308 are discarded in (c)–(f) due to the small number of grids shown in (a) and (b). (left) Plots of

QuikSCAT wind and OSTIA SST, and (right) plots of ERA5 wind and SST.
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means that = � t0 and = 3 t0 should be proportional to the

cosine and sine of u0 defined as

u0 5 tan21

2
4(=T3 t̂)0 � k

(=T � t̂)0

3
5 , (1)

since the numerator and denominator in Eq. (1) can be writ-

ten as

(=T � t̂)0 5 j=T 0j cosu0, and (2)

(=T3 t̂)0 � k5 j=T 0j sinu0 . (3)

The left sides of Eqs. (2) and (3) are directly calculated

using the spatial-high-pass filter. Therefore, if the assumed

SST–wind relations are proven, so is the definition of u0

(Chelton et al. 2001; O’Neill et al. 2005).

The spatial filter cutoff (38 3 28) applied in this study is

narrower in the meridional direction than in the zonal direc-

tion. This is because the coastal front in the NSCS is long but

narrow. The south–north width of the front associated with a

significant SST gradient is less than approximately 220 km in

most areas (Fig. 2b). Therefore, the meridional scale of most

mesoscale SST perturbations should be less than 220 km.

Meanwhile, as evidenced in Liu et al. (2010), there are many

SST perturbations induced by the meandering of the front, and

the zonal scale of these perturbations is less than 100 km.

Therefore, this filter cutoff is long enough to retain most me-

soscale perturbations ofwind and SST in the frontal area.On the

other hand, this filter is short enough to reduce the biases of the

spatial smoothing near the boundary due to the absence of data.

3. Response of the surface wind stress field to the SST
front in the NSCS

a. Mean state of surface wind stress and SST front

A monthly average map of QuikSCAT wind and OSTIA

SST for December 2008 is shown in Fig. 2a. It is a represen-

tative period of winter monsoon analyzed in the study area.

During this period, the northeasterly monsoon covered the

entire domain, and a southwest–northeast-oriented front was

identified parallel to the coastline. The SST gradient is gener-

ally weaker in the western portion of the NSCS than in the

eastern area near the Taiwan Strait. Visual examination sug-

gests that coastal fronts mainly occur in three areas in the

NSCSwhere themagnitude of the SST gradient exceeds 0.018C
km21, and it can be seen clearly that the wind stress is higher

over warm water and lower over cold water. As summarized in

the introduction, the close relationship between SST and wind

stress magnitude is qualitatively consistent with the positive

SST–wind coupling.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the perturbation wind stress fields and SST, t0, and T0. The abscissa is the perturbation

counterclockwise angle u0 defined by Eq. (1).
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As shown in Fig. 2c, a band of high divergence is overlaid on

the coastal SST front, where the wind stress increases as the

airflow across isotherms moves toward warmer water. Two

intense wind stress divergence bands are observed at the

western NSCS and southwest off Taiwan, where strong SST

gradients are marked by close SST contours. Meanwhile, a

convergence zone is also observed south of the Taiwan Strait,

where the SST contours are close. This convergence is caused

by the narrowing effect of the strait, which intensifies the

northeasterly monsoon inside the strait but weakens it out of

the strait. Therefore, the surface winds in this area are strongly

influenced by the topography and are excluded from our

analysis.

The wind stress curl is negative in areas where the winds

blow almost parallel to the isotherms over the frontal area

(Fig. 2d). This pattern in the wind stress curl field develops

because the winds are weaker over cold water but stronger

over warm water to the south of the wind direction, resulting

in a lateral change in the wind stress and negative wind stress

curl. A dipole pattern of the surface wind stress curl, whose

western boundary is located at approximately 1198E, is ob-

served southwest of Taiwan (Fig. 2d). This feature of the

wind stress curl is mainly caused by the influence of moun-

tains on the northeasterly monsoon, which has been docu-

mented in other studies (Wang et al. 2008) and will not be

further discussed in this study. Thus, the following analysis is

carried out in the region west of 1198E, where there are 383
30 QuikSCAT grids.

b. Response of surface wind stress to the SST front

Figure 3 quantifies the relation between the divergence of

surface wind stress, SST gradient, and angle u in three months

fromDecember 2008 to February 2009 in theNSCS.QuikSCAT

surface wind stress and OSTIA SST are analyzed first, referred

to as satellite observations hereafter. As shown in Fig. 3a, angles

u are not fully sampled from21808 to 1808. One significant peak

in the histogram of u centered near u 5 2608 indicates the ob-

servations within the frontal area where the surface wind blows

to the southwest, and the SST gradient is primarily directed to

the south and southeast (Fig. 2b). Meanwhile, there is no

FIG. 5. Binned scatterplots of the relationships between spatial high-pass filtered SST and derived wind stress

field: (a),(b) the perturbation wind stress divergence, = � t0, plotted as a function of the perturbation downwind SST

gradient (=T � t̂)0; (c),(d) perturbation wind stress curl, = 3 t0, plotted as a function of crosswind SST gradient

(=T3 t̂)0; and (e),(f) histograms of the number of observations within each bin for (a) and (b). Here = � t0 and =3
t0 are separated into 0.18C 1022 km21 bins defined by the perturbation of crosswind or downwind SST gradients.

The solid circles represent the overall mean values within each bin. The associated vertical bars represent the 61

standard deviation of the mean values within each bin, and sL is the averaged standard deviation. The regression

lines represent least squares fits of the binned overall means; ad and ac are defined in the text.
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apparent peak in the histogram of j(=jtj)j, but a peak in the

mean values of SST gradient =T is observed at u 5 2908.
The composed ERA5wind and SST results are also shown in

Fig. 3, referred to as the reanalysis data hereafter. Compared to

the satellite observations, there are some small differences in

the histograms of the reanalysis data. For example, the number

of samples seems to be more concentrated in the region from

u521208 to u5 08 (Fig. 3b). Themagnitudes and the standard

deviations of =jtj are smaller in the ERA5 data than in the

QuikSCAT observation. The ERA5 data described the peak of

=T in the study area, but the magnitude of =T is smaller than

that shown by the OSTIA SST.

The asymmetric distributions of u and =T on the abscissa are

removed using the spatial-high-pass filter to isolate the SST

gradient and surface wind stress anomalies. As shown in Fig. 4,

the distributions of u0, magnitudes of =jt0j, and =T0 within each

bin are much more nearly uniform than the unfiltered fields

shown in Fig. 3. It is further confirmed that there is good

agreement between the binned mean value of = � t0 and = 3 t0

and the sine and cosine fitting of u0, as we expected in the defi-

nition of Eq. (1). Therefore, the relationships between the de-

rivative perturbation wind and the underlying perturbation SST

gradient components are quantified in Fig. 5.

As shown in Figs. 5b and 5d, the ERA5 data confirm that the

binnedmean values of the perturbation wind stress divergence,

= � t0, vary linearly with the downwind perturbation SST gra-

dient, (=T � t̂)0, and the binned mean values of the perturba-

tion wind stress curl, = 3 t0, vary linearly with the crosswind

perturbation SST gradient (=T3 t̂)0 � k. The QuikSCAT wind

and OSTIA SST also presented these linear relations in the

binned scatterplots (Figs. 5a,c), but the slopes of the linear

fitting lines were smaller than those of the ERA5 data.

The slope of the linear fitting line is defined as the coupling

coefficient a, indicating the SST–wind coupling strength. The

satellite observations show that the coupling coefficient between

= � t0 and (=T � t̂)0,ad, is 0.643 1022Nm22 8C21 (Fig. 5a), which

is approximately 2 times larger than the coupling coefficient be-

tween = 3 t0 � k and (=T3 t̂)0 � k, ac (Fig. 5c). Meanwhile, the

ERA5 data yield a value of 0.93 3 1022Nm22 8C21 for ad and

0.73Nm22 8C21 for ac. The coupling strength ac is approximately

30%–50% weaker than ad, consistent with previous studies in

other frontal regions at tropical and midlatitudes (O’Neill et al.

2010a). This indicates the different influences of SST gradient

components on the derivative wind stress fields.

The satellite observations and reanalysis data confirm the linear

relations between the derivative of t0 and perturbation SST gra-

dient components. However, there are pronounced differences in

the coupling strength and the standard deviations of the binned

scatterplots. It is shown that the coupling coefficientsad andac are

both smaller in the satellite observations than in the reanalysis

data. Meanwhile, the averaged standard deviations within each

bin, sL, are approximately 2 times larger in the satellite obser-

vations than in the reanalysis data. Such apparent differences in

sL between the satellite observation and reanalysis data have not

been reported in studies at other frontal regions.

Figure 5 shows that the SST–wind coupling strength is more

substantial in the ERA5 data than in the satellite observations.

This is a significant improvement in the ERA5 data since the

previous study reported that the coupling coefficient obtained by

the former ECMWF operational forecast model (T511) is ap-

proximately half as large as that of the QuikSCAT observations

(Chelton 2005; Maloney and Chelton 2006). However, the noise

of the SST–wind coupling is significant in the satellite observa-

tions, which could increase the biases of the coupling coefficients.

Such noise is presented by the averaged standard deviations sL in

the binned scatterplots. The source of this noise and its essential

effect on the linear relations needs to be further clarified.

It is also necessary to examine whether the significant con-

trast in noise between satellite observations and reanalysis data

in 2008 DJF is not a solitary case. The averaged standard de-

viations sL in the binned scatterplots are calculated for all the

DJF periods from 2000 to 2019 (Fig. 6). There is no abrupt

change in sL from year to year, and the differences between

the sL of the satellite observations and reanalysis data are

stable over the past 20 years. The sL of the satellite observa-

tions is always approximately 0.5 to 0.6Nm22 per 104 km

larger than the sL of the reanalysis data. Figure 6 suggests that

the apparent difference in sL between satellite observations

FIG. 6. Time series of the averaged standard deviation sL in the linear relationship (a) between = � t0 and (=T � t̂)0
and (b) between = 3 t0 and (=T3 t̂)0 in all DJF periods from 2000 to 2019.
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and reanalysis data in the DJF in 2008 is not a particular case

but a common feature in the NSCS. In the following sections,

our analysis focuses on DJF in 2008, but the results are also

applicable for DJF in other years.

4. Effects of spatial scale modification on SST–wind
coupling

a. Influence of smoothed t and SST on the SST–wind

coupling

Figures 5 and 6 show that the noise in the linear relations

between the derivative of perturbation wind stress and SST

gradient is relatively large in the satellite observations. This

noise is possibly related to the fine spatial structures of wind

stress and SST in the satellite observations, although the res-

olutions of QuikSCAT and ERA5 wind are similar, as intro-

duced in section 2a. Therefore, it is assumed that this noise

should be depressed if presmoothing of the wind and SST fields

is carried out before spatial-high-pass fitting.

Several sensitivity experiments are carried out to examine

this hypothesis. In the sensitivity experiments, the original

QuikSCAT wind and OSTIA SST are spatially smoothed by a

moving window that is smaller than a spatial-high-pass filter.

Then, the new spatial-high-pass perturbation fields and their

derivatives are calculated using the smoothed data and applied

to remake the binned scatterplots. Finally, the statistical

characteristics of these new binned scatterplots are calculated

and shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1 shows the change in statistical parameters for the

binned scatterplots between = � t0 and (=T � t̂)0. Generally, the

noise in the linear relation is significantly reduced by increasing

the smoothing window size. The averaged standard deviations

sL decreased from 1.67 to 0.86 Nm22 per 104 km after the

original satellite observations were smoothed by a window of

1.258 3 1.258. Meanwhile, the coupling coefficient ad increases

from 0.64 to 1.01Nm22 8C21. Nevertheless, the change in the

confidence level and correlation coefficient is small. It is also

noticed that the samples of binned scatterplots gradually con-

centrate in a region where (=T � t̂)0 ,0:53 1022 8C km21 due

to the depression of extreme values by smoothing.

Table 2 shows the change in statistical parameters for the

binned scatterplots between=3 t0 and (=T3 t̂)0 � k. Similar to

the results shown in Table 1, sL is also reduced by the growth of

the smoothing window size. However, unlike ad, the coupling

coefficient ac and the confidence level of the linear relationship

both gradually decrease when the smoothing window size in-

creases. Since the meridional length of the smoothing window

gradually approaches themeridional length of the spatial-high-

pass filter (38 3 28), the perturbation fields are actually col-

lected in a narrow band. Therefore, there is no significant linear

relationship when a smoothing window of 1.758 3 1.758 was
applied to the original satellite observations.

Tables 1 and 2 show that the spatial smoothing of QuikSCAT

wind and OSTIA SST could significantly reduce the noise and

change the coupling coefficients in the binned scatterplots. This

is because spatial smoothing not only performs low-pass fil-

tering of t but also depresses some spatial high-wavenumber

perturbations of t0 and its derivative fields. The depressed

spatial high-wavenumber perturbations of = � t0 and = 3 t0

may be the primary source of noise in the binned scatterplots

of satellite observations. This issue is further discussed in the

next section.

b. The spatial frequency of = � t0 in one transect

Figure 7 shows the time–longitude distributions of = � t0
along a zonal transect at 21.3758N. Figures 7a and 7b show

robust perturbations of = � t0 in both QuikSCAT observation

TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for the linear regressions between (= 3 t)0 � k and (=T3 t̂)0 � k. A dash (—) means no mathematical values

are obtained.

Spatial smoothing window size

No smoothing 0.758 3 08 0.758 3 0.758 1.258 3 08 1.258 3 0.758 1.758 3 0.758 1.258 3 1.258 1.758 3 1.758

sL 1.83 (0.99) 1.71 1.43 1.49 1.19 1.03 1.04 0.27

ac 0.34 (0.73) 0.67 0.55 0.57 0.19 0.09 0.09 —

r 0.92 (0.88) 0.88 0.71 0.78 0.28 0.17 0.17 —

R2 0.86 (0.78) 0.78 0.51 0.61 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.03

TABLE 1. Statistical parameters of the linear regressions between (= � t)0 and (=T � t̂)0 with different spatially smoothed satellite

observations; sL is the averaged standard deviation; ad is the slope of the linear regression between the wind stress divergence and

downwind SST gradient; r is the correlation coefficient between the regression lines and the overall mean values within each bin; andR2 is

the R-square statistic of the linear regression. The values in parentheses are the results of ERA5 reanalysis data. Asterisks (*) mark the

values calculated in the region j(=T � t̂)0j, 0:53 10228C km21 where the total percentage of the sample is more than 95%.

Spatial smoothing window size

No smoothing 0.758 3 08 0.758 3 0.758 1.258 3 08 1.258 3 0.758 1.758 3 0.758 1.258 3 1.258 1.758 3 1.758

sL 1.67 (0.72) 1.53 1.29 1.36 1.12 0.96 0.86 0.43*

ad 0.64 (0.93) 0.89 0.96 0.89 1.07 1.18 1.01 1.79*

r 0.98 (0.98) 0.88 0.79 0.87 0.84 0.90 0.70 0.99*

R2 0.97 (0.97) 0.78 0.62 0.77 0.71 0.81 0.51 0.98*
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and reanalysis data. Considering a pair of positive and

negative values as one period for the variation of = � t0, the
horizontal distance of this pair approximately equals a

length scale 1/vs, where vs is the spatial frequency of = � t0 in

the transect. From Fig. 7a, it can be seen that 1/vs of most

perturbations are approximately 100 km in the QuikSCAT

observations. As a comparison, 1/vs of most perturbations

are longer than 100 km in the ERA5 data (Fig. 7b).

Meanwhile, 1/vs of the 1.258 3 1.258 smoothed QuikSCAT

observation seems longer than 100 km, which is similar to

the ERA5 data (Fig. 7c).

The length scale 1/vs for the perturbations of = � t0 is further
quantified using wavelet analysis in this study. A zonal or

meridional transect of = � t0 in one day is connected with the

same transect of = � t0 in the day after. Then, a ‘‘time’’ series

of = � t0 is obtained by connecting the same transect over

88 days. This means that if there were n grids in the transect,

there were n3 88 points in the ‘‘time’’ series. The abscissa of

the obtained power spectrum is a composition of space and

time, and the vertical axis is the length scale 1/vs, which is the

reciprocal of spatial frequency.

The power spectrum for the perturbations of= � t0 at 21.3758N
is shown in Fig. 8. Two major bands of 1/vs in the QuikSCAT

observations correspond to 1/vs equaling approximately 90 and

190 km (Fig. 8a). Two significant perturbation bands are also

confirmed on the power spectrum of ERA5 data but correspond

to 1/vs equaling approximately 75km and 150 km, respectively

(Fig. 8b). Moreover, the QuikSCAT observations show that the

perturbations of= � t0 are also significant in the regionwhere1/vs

is less than 75 km. As a comparison, these perturbations of = � t0
are confirmed less frequently in the reanalysis data andwere also

significantly depressed by the spatial smoothing of QuikSCAT

data (Fig. 8c). Figure 8 shows that when 1/vs is less than 75km,

there are more perturbations of = . t0 in the QuikSCAT obser-

vations than in the ERA5 data.

Figure 8 also shows that significant perturbations were not

always observed throughout DJF but were occasionally ob-

served. For example, most perturbations of = � t0 were observed
by QuikSCAT in December and January but almost dis-

appeared in February (Fig. 8a). Although some perturbations

of = � t0 at 1/vs equal to approximately 150 km could still be

confirmed in February from the ERA5 data, the perturbations

at 1/vs equal to 75 km gradually weakened and disappeared

(Fig. 8b). On the other hand, the observed lifetime of the

perturbations varied with the change in 1/vs. Relatively large

1/vs perturbations could be continuously observed for more

than 5 days, whereas small 1/vs perturbations usually dissipated

in 2 or 3 days. The different preservation times could potentially

change divergence and curl responses to the SST gradients.

c. Spatial distribution of 1/vs for = � t0 and = 3 t0 in
the NSCS

Figure 8 is only a snapshot of the spatial frequency of = � t0
in one transect. The spatial distribution of the different

frequencies needs to be examined across the whole NSCS.

Then, wavelet analysis is applied for = � t0 and =3 t0 in zonal

and meridional transects with an interval of 0.258 across the
whole study area. For each transect, the power of the per-

turbations at each length scale 1/vs is summed during the

study period. The obtained latitude and longitude for the 1/vs

power spectra of = � t0 and =3 t0 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10,

respectively.

FIG. 7. Time–longitude distribution of = � t0 in the zonal transect

of 21.8758N for (a) QuikSCAT observations, (b) ERA5 data, and

(c) the 1.258 3 1.258 spatially smoothed QuikSCAT observations.
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Figure 9 shows an apparent difference between the satellite

observation and reanalysis data for the spatial distribution of

1/vs in = � t0. In general, the power for the variance of = � t0 is
more energetic in the satellite observation than in the reanalysis

data at the NSCS. Furthermore, the satellite observations show a

wide range of 1/vs from approximately 70 to 400km for the zonal

andmeridional = � t0 in the NSCS (Figs. 9a,c). However, the short

1/vs perturbations (1/vs , 150km) of = � t0 are not significant in

the reanalysis data (Figs. 9b,d).Additionally, changes in significant

1/vs in different areas are observed in the satellite data but are not

clearly observed in the reanalysis data. For example, the short 1/vs

perturbations in the satellite observations are mainly confirmed

south of 228Nandwest of 116.58E, and the long 1/vs perturbations

are much more significant north of 208N and east of 1168E.

Figure 10 examines the spatial distribution of 1/vs for the

perturbation of = 3 t0. Compared with Fig. 9, Fig. 10 shows a

pronounced difference in the zonal perturbations of = 3 t0.
Although the total power of the perturbations is significant in

satellite observation and reanalysis data, neither of them passed

the 95% significance test (Figs. 10a,b). The perturbations of=3
t0 are mainly significant in the meridional direction in the study

area (Figs. 10c,d). Similar to Fig. 9, for the scale of 1/vs less than

100 km, the meridional perturbations are significant in the sat-

ellite observations but very weak in the reanalysis data. For the

reanalysis data, the meridional perturbations of = 3 t0 are

mainly concentrated in the region of 1/vs greater than 150 km

(Fig. 10d). Nonetheless, both satellite observations and re-

analysis data show that the power of long 1/vs perturbations is

FIG. 8. Morlet wavelet power spectrum for the composed time series of = � t0 at 21.8758N for

(a) QuikSCAT observations, (b) ERA5 data, and (c) the 1.258 3 1.258 spatially smoothed

QuikSCAT observations. The abscissa is a combination of the same longitude at 21.8758N over

88 days, and the vertical axis marks the length scale 1/vs that is defined in section 4b. The black

contours on the power spectra are at the 95% significance level.
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much stronger in the eastern area than in the western area of

the NSCS.

d. The influence of different 1/vs perturbations on the

SST–wind coupling

Figures 9 and 10 explicitly demonstrate that for the scale of

1/vs less than 100 km, the satellite observations present more

perturbations of = � t0 and = 3 t0 than the ERA5 reanalysis

data. Moreover, these short 1/vs perturbations could be crucial

in determining the noise and coupling coefficients of the SST–

wind coupling in the NSCS. Therefore, the coupling coeffi-

cients and the biases of the linear relationships are examined

for the perturbations within different length scales. The length

scale L is defined as L5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(1/v2

sx)1 (1/v2
sy)

q
, where vsx and vsy

denote the zonal and meridional spatial frequencies of = � t0 or
= 3 t0, respectively.

Figure 11a presents a pronounced unimodal structure in

plotting the change in the coupling coefficients (linear re-

gression slopes) within different L bands. The coupling co-

efficients ad and ad both increase at first and reach their

maximum values when L is longer than approximately

200 km but smaller than approximately 300 km. Then, the

coupling coefficients begin to decrease when L is larger than

300 km. This result emphasizes a critical scale range for the

SST–wind coupling over the frontal area, and the linear

relationship is significant in this range but declines outside

of this range.

The coupling coefficient increase is accompanied by an ap-

parent reduction in the noise (sL) in the linear relationship

(Fig. 11b). When the length scale L increased from smaller

than 50 km to larger than 100 km, sL was reduced by almost

half by excluding the short L perturbations. In addition, the

curvature showing the change in biases becomes gentle when

the scale of perturbations becomes larger than approximately

200 km. This result proves that short L perturbations are the

primary source of enormous noise in the linear relationships

between SST and wind. In other words, the uncoupling

feature of the SST and wind becomes significant when the

perturbations are smaller than approximately 100 km in the

study area.

It is worth noting that the sampling radius of the SST gra-

dient components gradually shrinks when the wavelengths of

the perturbations increase (Fig. 11c). The sampled maximum

SST gradient perturbation =T0 exceeds 0.9 3 1022 8C km21

FIG. 9. Latitude–1/vs total power spectrum of = � t0 for (a) QuikSCAT observation and (b) ERA5 reanalysis

data and longitude–1/vs total power spectrum for (c) QuikSCAT observations and (d) ERA5 reanalysis data.

Here,vs is the spatial frequency of= � t0. The blank areas are where the obtained 1/vs is longer than the number of

valid QuikSCAT data grids. White crosses indicate that the power of variance does not pass the test of the 95%

significance level.
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when the length scale of the perturbations is smaller than

approximately 50 km. The perturbation fields are sampled

within the region where j=T 0j# 0:33 1023 8C km21 when L

is broader than approximately 200 km, while the coupling

coefficient reaches its maximum value. According to these

results, the optimal wavelength-band filter for investigating

the responses of the derivative wind stress field to the me-

soscale SST anomalies can be decided.

Figure 12 shows the binned scatterplots for the bandpass fil-

tered perturbations. The wavelength of the perturbations is

longer than approximately 100 km but smaller than approxi-

mately 300 km. The noisesL of the linear relation between= � t0
and (=T � t̂)0 decreased by approximately 40% from 61.67 in

Fig. 5a to60.96Nm22 in Fig. 12a, while the coupling coefficient

ad increased from 0.64 3 1022 to 1.33 3 1022Nm22 8C21. The

noise of the linear relation between = 3 t0 and (=T3 t̂)0 � k
decreased from 61.83 to 61.06Nm22, and the coupling coeffi-

cient ac increased from 0.343 1022 to 0.953 1022Nm22 8C21.

Bandpass filtering between 100 and 300 km avoids losing too

many perturbations in the frontal area and gives reasonable and

general coupling features between the derivativewind stress and

SST gradient components in the NSCS.

A possible explanation is discussed here for the depen-

dence of SST–wind coupling on the spatial frequencies.

According to Small et al. (2008) and Byrne et al. (2015), there

are four length scales whose values help us to determine

which process dominates the response of surface wind to SST

perturbations. The four length scales are the cross-front

length scale (Lf), the length scale on which the Coriolis

term changes (Lc 5 U/f), the length scale over which the

pressure gradient changes (Lp 5 Uh2/KT), and the length

scale responsible for the vertical mixing of momentum (Lm 5
Uh2/Km). Here, U is the wind speed, h is the boundary layer

height, and KT and Km denote the vertical eddy diffusion

coefficient for air temperature and vertical eddy viscosity

coefficient for momentum, respectively.

In this study, the average wind speedU$ 10m s21 (Fig. 2a),

boundary layer height h ’ 1000m, f ’ 0.5 31024m s21, and

KT ’ Km ’ 50–100m2 s21. Therefore, Lc has an order of

200 km;Lp andLm have an order of 100 km, which are all longer

than the length scale of high wavenumber SST perturbations

(Lf # 50km). In this case, when an air column moves over the

SST perturbations, the moving distance is not long enough

for either the adjustment of the pressure gradient or the

vertical diffusion of momentum to change the surface wind.

Consequently, the positive SST–wind coupling is weak, and

the noise in the linear relationship fitting is significant for

(Lf , Lp ; Lm).

On the other hand, when the length scale of SST perturba-

tions is larger than 100 km (Lf . 100 km), the moving distance

of the air column is long enough to allow the adjustment of the

pressure gradient and the vertical diffusion of momentum to

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for = 3 t0.
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change the surface wind. Therefore, the noise in the linear

relationship fitting weakens, and the positive SST–wind cou-

pling becomes significant (Fig. 11a).When themoving distance

becomes larger than 300 km, the large-scale adjustments of the

ocean and atmosphere become more significant than the in-

fluence of the SST front on the surface wind fields. Then, the

positive SST–wind coupling weakens again (Fig. 11a).

5. Conclusions

The QuikSCAT observations of surface wind stress and

OSTIA SST during the three months from 1December 2008 to

28 February 2009 are analyzed to study the regional ocean–

atmosphere coupling associated with the SST front in the

northern South China Sea. The perturbation wind stress

FIG. 11. The (a) coupling coefficients a, (b) averaged standard

deviations sL, and (c) maximum SST gradient of the linear rela-

tionships between the perturbation fields calculated in different

wavelength bands. The definition of L is given in section 4d. The

subscripts d and c denote the variables obtained from the pertur-

bation wind stress divergence and wind stress curl. The maximum

downwind (=Tdw) and crosswind (=Tcw) SST gradient perturba-

tions in (c) define the region within which the total percentage of

the sample is more than 95%.

FIG. 12. Binned scatterplots of the relationships between the

wavelength bandpass filtered field and (a) the perturbation wind

stress divergence and the perturbation downwind SST gradient and

(b) perturbation wind stress curl and crosswind SST gradient;

(c) histograms of the number of observations within each bin for

(a) and (b). The wavelength band for the spatial perturbations is

100 km # L # 300 km.
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vorticity and divergence are linearly related to the pertur-

bation crosswind and downwind components of the SST

gradient. However, the satellite observations show signifi-

cant noise in the linear relationships, as represented by the

standard deviations in the binned scatterplots.

The ERA5 reanalysis data are analyzed and compared with

the satellite observations. The ERA5 reanalysis data gave

satisfactory performance in describing the response of sur-

face wind stress over the frontal area in the NSCS. The linear

relationship between the derivative fields of perturbation

wind stress and SST gradient components is even more sub-

stantial in the ERA5 data than in the satellite observations.

Additionally, the noise in the linear relationships, as repre-

sented by the standard deviations in the binned scatterplots,

is much smaller in the ERA5 data than in the satellite

observations.

The apparent differences in the noise observed in the

satellite observations and reanalysis data are rarely re-

ported in other frontal areas. The sensitivity experiments

show that spatial smoothing of satellite observations could

significantly reduce the noise and change the coupling co-

efficients. This indicates that some specific high wave-

number perturbations depressed by spatial smoothing are

crucial in investigating the SST–wind coupling in the NSCS.

Then, a length scale 1/vs (km) is defined to study the influ-

ences of perturbations with different wavenumbers (vs) on

the noise in the linear relationships.

The 1/vs length scales for the spatial variation in wind

are obtained using wavelet analysis. The results show that

the satellite scatterometer observed many perturbations at

the length scale of 1/vs , 100 km in the NSCS. However, the

perturbations at this scale were relatively weak in the ERA5

reanalysis data. The robust SST gradient at the length scale of

1/vs , 100 km does not lead to the corresponding linear re-

sponses in derivative wind stress but contributes to over 40%of

the noise in the linear relations observed by QuikSCAT.

It is further found that the linear relations between surface

vorticity and divergence in the crosswind and downwind SST

gradients are significant when the mesoscale perturbations are

larger than approximately 100 km but smaller than approxi-

mately 300 km in the NSCS. Spatial bandpass filtering between

100 and 300 km yields values for the coupling coefficients ad

and ac of 1.333 1022 and 0.953 1022 Nm22 8C21 in 2008 DJF,

respectively. These values are reasonable and confident esti-

mates compared to other frontal areas’ results. Additionally,

the coupling coefficient ac is approximately 30% weaker than

ad, which is also consistent with previous studies based on

observations and numerical simulations (O’Neill et al. 2010a).

The evaluation on four dynamical length scales shows that a

distance of 100 km is the shortest distance that allows the

pressure gradient and the vertical diffusion of momentum to

adjust the surface wind in the NSCS. When the moving dis-

tance of an air mass over the front is less than 100 km, the

adjustment of the pressure gradient and the vertical diffusion

of momentum are insufficient to maintain stable positive SST–

wind coupling. Thus, the noise in the linear relationship fitting

is large. On the other hand, when the moving distance is larger

than 100 km, positive SST–wind coupling is maintained by the

combined effect of the pressure gradient and vertical mixing of

momentum.

Distinguishing the dependencies of SST–wind coupling on

spatial scales is the foundation of ongoing work. Although the

year-to-year variability in the noise is small in the observations

of QuikSCAT, there is an apparent change in the coupling

strength. An accurate calculation of the coupling strength is

fundamental for this work. On the other hand, as introduced in

the introduction, the feedback of SST-induced mesoscale wind

stress variability on the ocean is significant. This result may be

used to study the effects of local mesoscale wind stress vari-

ability on the fine structure of the coastal front itself.
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